
COMBINATORIAL EXAMPLES IN THE THEORY OF AF-ALGEBRAS 

S. V. Kerov UDC 519.12 

We give examples of ramification graphs having combinatorial origin. These graphs 
determine the group of dimensions and traces of the corresponding AF-algebras. 

A central problem in the study of an approximately finite-dimensional (AF-) algebra is 
the calculation of its group of dimensions, the Grothendieck group with its natural order 
structure. Another important question is the description of finite and semifinite traces. 

One can construct an AF-algebra with the help of a ramification graph. Here the prob- 
lems of its traces and group of dimensions admit formulation in terms of this graph and can 
have applications beyond the limits of the theory Of AF-algebras (cf., e.g., [7]). Here 
we consider examples of ramification graphs of combinatorial origin. 

i_~ Boundary and Group of Dimensions of Ramification Scheme 

We give the necessary definitions and precise formulations of problems (one can find de- 
tails in [2]). 

A ramification scheme is a graded graph r = u~= 0 F~ (whose arcs connect only points 

er~_~, A ~r~ of neighboring levels) together with a multiplicity function~(~A), de- 

fined on arcs. We shall not formulate the axioms of a ramification scheme since the examples 
with which we shall work are described below in Paragraph 2. 

A function ~: r--~[0,+~] is called harmonic if 

A 

for all vertices X~F. Let ~-= 7(r,~) be the space of finite harmonic functions normal- 

ized by the condition #(~)=i, where ~ is the unique vertex of level r0. In the topology 

of convergence on finite subsets of r the space T is a compact Choquet simplex. We shall 

call the set of its extreme points $ = e~ the boundary of the ramification scheme (P,~) . 

We call a function ~: r--~ a dimension function if for almost all vertices A~r one 
has the recurrence relations reciprocal to (i) 

~(A)= ~ ~(~)~(~,A). (2) 

Two functions ~ and ~ which coincide for almost all A e F will be considered equivalent and 

we let R = R (r,~) be the group of equivalence classes of dimension functions. The non- 

negative functions define a cone R in R% There is a distinguished function ~ ~ R+ for 

which (2) holds for all A ~r and ~ = ~. 
+ 

It is known (cf. [2]) that the triple (~, ~ , ~) is isomorphic to the group of dimen- 

sions of the AF-algebra connected with the ramification scheme (F, ~) and the harmonic func- 

tions ~ ~ ~ correspond to its normal traces. 

We calculate the boundaries ~ and dimension groups (R, R +, ~) for several graphs of 
combinatorial origin. Combinatorial objects are identified here with paths of the graph, the 
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number of objects of given type i is equal to ~ and the recursion relations character- 
istic for them are expressed by (2). 

2. Markov Families of Classifications 

If the values of the function ~(~,A) are integral, it is convenient to consider the 

ramification scheme (~,~r as an oriented graph with multiple arcs. We call a sequence of 

incident arcs with origin at the vertex ~ E r0 a path and let T~ be the set of paths of 

length n. Denoting the origin %ET~-I of the path t~T~ by ~(~) we get a projective 
family 

To~ T~ ~ . . .  ~ T~ F~+~... (3) 

whose limit is the space T = ~t~ T~ of infinite paths. 

Let ~ be a partition of T~ into classes of paths with common end. For $ET~,~ and 

A ~ we denote by ~($,~) the number of elements of the set { i e A I~ ~) = $ ~. It 

is clear that 

By a Markov family of classifications we shall mean any family of finite sets (3) and parti- 

tions ~r given on them satisfying (4). Then there exists a ramification scheme ~U,~) de- 

fining this family by the description given above. The vertices of level ~ are the classes U~ 

of the partition ~and the multiplicity of an arc r (%,A) is equal to ~[$,A) for any 

element SE~ . 

Example 2.1. Let T~ =~ be a set of partitions of the segment of the natural series 

P~={i~,., ~} and the projection ~:T~-~T~_~ be the restriction of a partition ~ ET~ 

to the subset P~-~ ~ P~-~ ~ P~. We associate with a partition ~ -~T~ the Young diagram 

= ~ ll) , the lengths of whose rows are the sizes of the blocks of t. We shall classify 

partitions by sizes of blocks, i.e., consider that li~z if ~(~i) =~ (~)" Then {(~, 

~)} is a Markov family. The graph coincides with the Young graph ~ and the multiplicity 

function is equal to 

where 

(5) 

�9 . . . 

We shall call the ramification scheme i~ , ~r Bell scheme (Fig. i), Infinite paths 

of the Bell scheme are identified with partitions of the natural series. 

Example 2.2. In Example 2.1 we consider the rough classification of partitions by the 
number of blocks (without considering their sizes). This family is Markov. We shall call 
the corresponding ramification scheme the Stirling scheme of the lind kind (cf. Fig. 4; ~K = 

K +I, ~K = 0 ). The Stirling numbers of the lind kind coincide with the dimensions ~,.~ 
of the vertices of the graph r. 

Example 2.3. Let T~ = 6~ be the collection of permutations of the set P~. We define 

the projection ~: T~ ~T~-l as passage to the derived permutation on the set P~-i C P~ 

and let ~be the partition of 6~ into conjugacy classes. Then {~6~,~)~ is a Markov 

family. Its ramification graph is a Young graph and the multiplicity function is equal to 

~cC x,^)=~(~+i)- (6) 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

We call the ramification scheme ~, ~C) the scheme of conju~acy classes (of symmetric 
groups), cf. Fig. 2. One can identify infinite paths of this scheme with partitions of the 
natural series whose elements are linearly ordered (by the type of a finite or infinite seg- 

ment in Z). The dimension dbamA in this scheme coincides with the size of the conjugacy 

class of A C~ , 

Example 2.4. We consider the rougher classification than in Example 2.3 of permutations 
by the number of cycles. This family is also Marker. The corresponding ramification scheme, 
the Stirling scheme of the Ist kind, is shown in Fig. 4 (where ~K =0, ~K = K+I ). The dimen- 
sions of the vertices here are the moduli of the Stirling numbers of the Ist kind. 

Example 2.5. Let T~be the set of tabloids (cf. [Ii]) with elements from P~ and the 

projection ~F~: T~--~T~-I consist of crossing out the element ~ E P~. Let ~ be the classi- 

fication of tabloids up to Young diagrams. Again we get a Marker family; its scheme (th___ee 
Kingman scheme (cf. [6])) is shown in Fig. 3. The ramification graph coincides with ~ and 
the multiplicity function is equal to 

~ ( X ,  A) =pK+~. (7) 
The definition given above means that the scheme ~,~K) is the ramification scheme of repre- 

sentations of symmetric groups induced from the identity representation of the Schur subgroups 

6k~x...x 6X~ C 6~. It is interesting that in [7] the scheme (~,~K) arose in connection 

with a problem of population genetics. 

Example 2.6. An attempt to classify tabloids according to the number of rows gives, in 

contrast with Examples 2.2 and 2.4, a non-Marker family. For example, for the two-row tabloids 

5~=~z~ and 5z =~ and the class A of two-row tabloids from Ts ~($~ A) = 2 # ~ =~($z,A). 

3.__n_Boundary and Group of Dimensions of Kingman Graph 

We give a description of the boundary and group of dimensions of the ramification scheme 

~, ~K) from Example 2.5. The answers and methods of getting them are similar to the cor- 

responding results for a Young graph ([2], Chap. 3, Sec. 7). The description of the boundary 
was first obtained by Kingman [6]. 

Let ~, ~ ~ be monomial symmetric functions and for ~ =~L 2pz..) let 

PI ~K 

be their extension to a larger domain of definition. 

THEOREM 3.1 [6]. The boundary ~ of the Kingman scheme can be identified with the space 

of sequences ~ =(~i,Kz,...) for which 

If ~ =I-)-~K then the indecomposable harmonic functions have the form 

%(X)=MxC,~,~z, . . . i~) .  

(9) 

(lo) 
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Proof. For the functions M I one has the identities 

M I M ( 1 ) = ~  ~KCX,A) MA ( i i )  
A 

We denote by A the ring generated by the functions MA~ A E~ . According to [2], Chap. 2, 

Sec. 5 the points of the boundary can be identified with ring homomorphisms ~. A ---~ ~ for 

which q ~MA)>0 for A ~. The values of (I0) at point from ~ define precisely such homo- 
morphisms. 

The completeness of the description of the boundary can be justified by the ergodic 

method ([2], Chap. I, Sec. 9). Let ~h~ ~,A) be the number of paths of the graph Q~,~K) 

between the vertices ~,A . It follows from the Birkhoff ergodic theorem that one can get 

each function q s e~ as a limit 

for a suitable sequence ARN}E~Ni N =~,Z,.... 

& ( >,, A ~")) 
A ~N~ 

(12) 

We define factorial monomial functions 

where C~)K =0s are the factorial powers and the sum is taken over distinct 

factorial monomials. It is easy to verify that for the scheme ~; ~%K) 

ib~, C,x, A) ~ ,--, 
i~4,A ....... (N)~ ~x(A~ ,A~,...), (14) 

= . A (N) where A =(Ai,Az,...)e~N and ~ IXI If the Young diagrams grow so that the limits 

with respect to the lengths of rows 
iN) 

AK = ~K ~ K = i , Z , . . .  (15) 
N ---}- =~ N 

exist, then 

N ~ ~i (,A, ,Az, . . . )  = MX (~.i, ~z, ... i ~). (16) 

Since the limits (15) and (16) do or do not exist simultaneously, the theorem is proved. The 

formulas (15) interpret the parameters il,~z,.., as frequencies of filling of rows by increas- 
ing Young diagrams. 

We describe the supports of the functions q~. Let I K be an infinite diagram containing 
f 

K infinite rows and IK be the union of IN with one infinite column, K=I,~,.. ,~ i <I K =IK). 

Proposition 3.2. Let ~ K~=I, IK ~& 0, and ~K§ =0. Then q~(A)>0 if and only if 

A C ]~K �9 Now if ~ = I - Y7,~% m0 then q~ <A) > 0 precisely under the condition A cIK. 

The proof follows from (8). 
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We denote by { ~ ~, ~ e ~ a basis of complete homogeneous symmetric functions. Let HA 

be the differential operator on the ring of symmetric functions A dual to the operator of 

multiplication by ~% (cf. [i0]). 

THEOREM 3.3. The semifinite indecomposable harmonic functions on a Kingman graph have 
the form 

~ i  (X) = (H~M~)(E i ,Kz , . . . }~)  (17) 

on the ideal of the Young diagram ~ for which 

~ = = > ( H T M ~ ) ( ~ i , r  = 0. (18) 

Equation (18) isolates the ideal of finiteness of the functions ~I " It is assumed that the 

number of nonzero frequencies KI,Kz,... is finite. 

The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.4 of [3], cf. also [4]. 

We define the ~et of the polynomial ~ EA as the family ~H~ ~} , ~ E~. We shall 

say that the jet Q is positive on the subset ~ C$ if it follows from the conditions (HT ~) 

(~i~)=0 for all (~i~)~~9 and (H~ ~)(~i~)~0 on ~ that iH~)(~;~)>0 for 

The next theorem follows from the general theorem on positivity ([2], Theorem 2) and 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 

THEOREM 3.4. The following conditions on the function ~ E A are equivalent: 

i) there exists an n such that all the coefficients of the decomposition 

Mtu ~ = ~ c^M^ 
A 

are nonnegative. 

2) The jet of Q is positive on all subsets SK,~ for m = i,g,..., ~ 

Example. ~ (M(z) - M(i~) does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem although all 

finite and semifinite traces are nonnegative on Q. Indeed for &=(I/Z,I/q~i/$~...# E $~ , 

Q.(~) = O. 
The group of dimensions R of the Kingman graph is a ring and can be identified with the 

quotient ring A / ( M(O- i) by the ideal generated by the relation ~ + ~t = i. Theorem 

3.4 describes the cone in the group of dimensions. 

4. Similarity of Ramification Schemes 

Definition. We call ramification schemes (F,~ i ), ( r, ~g) with common graph F similar 

if there exists a positive function g on the set of vertices of F such that 

for all arcs (%,A). 

Example 4.1. The Bell ramification scheme (Example 2.1) is similar to the Kingman 
scheme : 

where ~$(i ~', gP~,...) -----~i! pZ! . . . .  

Example 4.2. The scheme of conjugacy classes of permutations (Example 2. 3 ) is  also 
similar to the Kingman scheme: 
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, ~ c C X , ^ ) = ~ c C X ) ~ C A , ^ ) ~ - ~ ( ^ ) ,  (21) 

where ~6({91, zgz, " ..)= [J__~9~!/[CK-I)[] 9~. 

Example 4 .3 .  : f  t~e s~hemes ( ~ , ~ ) , ( ~ )  are s imi lar  and ~ i s  an idea l  of  the rami- 
f i c a t i o n  graph r then the schemes ( ~ , ~ , ) ,  ( ~ ,  ~ )  are a l so  s imi lar .  

The properties of similar ramification schemes are very much alike. 

Proposition 4.4. If q~ 6 e~ is a harmonic function for the scheme (~,) then the 
function 

belongs to e~Wz for the ramification scheme (P,~z). 

Proof. ~z (X) = ~(k) ql (%) = ~ ~(%)~I(%,A)@I(A) = 7~' ~a(A,A)~z(A) . 
A A 

According to Example 4.3, Proposition 4.4 also extends to harmonic functions on ideals 
of similar ramification schemes, or in different terms, to semifinite harmonic functions. 

The next proposition follows easily from the definitions of Paragraph i. 

Proposition 4.5. If ~ is a dimension function of the ramification scheme (r~ i) then 

is a dimension function of the similar scheme ( ~, ~z)" In particular, 

Let R (~) = K®~ ~ be the rational span of the dimension group g and R+(~) be the cone 
over ~ generated by ~'. 

COROLLARY 4.6. if ramification schemes are similar, then the rational spans of their 
dimension groups are isomorphic as ordered groups. 

Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 let us carry the results of Paragraph 3 over to the graph of 
conjugacy classes and Bell's graph. 

We note that the basic object in [6] is a family of probability distributions {~(~)~, 

i 6~ ~=I,Z~... (partition structure). For similar ramification schemes these distributions 
are identical. 

5. Stirling Triangles 

Now we consider examples of ramification schemes (~, W~) in which the graph F is the 

Pascal triangle and the multiplicities of arcs are defined by sequences ~= (~0,~..- 

and ~=~0~i,-..), Fig. 4. We shall call them generalized Stirling triangles. 

We denote the vertex of the i-th row and j-th column of the graph F by I~ ~J, where 

=~+~ is the number of the level; ~i =Oil,Z, .... 

Proposition 5.1. For a generalized Stirling triangle 

Proof. For extended complete homogeneous symmetric functions (cf. [2], 
one has the recursion relation (2): 

k~ (~,o,.. , ~ i ;  ~ ° "  ' ~ - ~  ) = k~ (~o,. ' , ~ i - ~  ~ , . . . ,  

+(~i +~ ~_~) k~_~ (~°, @i : ~o,-,~ ~-~)' 

(25) 

Chap. 3, Sec. 7) 

~_() + 

(26) 

We consider the functions 

= (~-~o)(~-PO... (~-~i-~) 
(~+~o)(~.~)... (~+~-:) • 

(27) 
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For them one has 
i (~.+i). 

THEOREM 5.2. Let us assume that 10:i~ =...=0 (generalized Stirling triangle of the 

IInd kind). Then the group of dimensions can be realized as the group of polynomials 

Z [I/06]. The boundary 6 is the union of the interval~[Jb(°; + ~], where ~(0)=$~ and 

the points ~=~ for which ~m <~, for K <~. Let p ~ ~ [I/~] and n be the smallest 

value of k for which ~ [~)~ 0. Then P belongs to the cone of the group of dimensions if 

and only if 

(~) 
for %>~L =~o ~ and for ~=~< if ~i <~< for ~ ~ <K. 

Proof. The group generated by the functions q~)(~) coincides with ~ [I/~]. By the 

ring theorem ([2], Chap. 2, Sac. 5) harmonic functions from ez~ are defined by ring homo- 

morphisms q: ~[~/~] >~ for which q(q<~ , ~ 0. It is easy to see that such homomorphisms 

have the form 

P(m), rueS. (29) 
Primitive ideals of the graph r ([2] Chap. I Sec. i i )  have the form X " ) }  i > K or i ~ O, 

~-i ~ K • In both cases they are isomorphic to generalized Stirling triangles possibly with 

other values of the parameters ~0,~ ..... By what has preceded the traces on them are 

known and one can apply the positivity theorem ([2], Chap. 2, Sac. 5) which describes the 
cone. 

COROLLARY 5.3 (Poincar~ [9]). For a Pascal triangle ( ~<~i ,~<~0 ,K=0,~,Z, J the cone 

in Z [~/~] consists of functions P(~) for which Q [~) > 0 for ~ >0 . 

COROLLARY 5.4. For a Stifling triangle of the lind kind (~K=K+I~ 9K ~0 , K=0j!~Z,..) 

the boundary is ~=[I,Z~5,...,=~}. The cone in ~[[I/~] consists of functions P for which 

for some ~=1,2 .... P(1) .... =~<~-I)=0 and P(k)>0 for k~W • 

We note that the examples from [5] connected with Pascal triangles are similar to gen- 
eralized Stirling triangles of the IInd kind. 

Another interesting class of examples, generalized Stifling triangles of the Ist'kind, 

arises when ~0=~I =...= 0. The answers here depend qualitatively on the rate of growth 
of the sequence ~0,@t, . . . .  

Let us first assume that ~=~0= I/~K < ~ " We denote by eK<~0,~,...)the elementary 

symmetric functions in the arguments ~=I/~, ~ =0~I~,... and set 

~,,o,,~... ~-Le~-i (~'~+x'' ' ' )  (30) 

THEOREM 5.5. The functions ~m ~ K = 0,1~Z,... ,o= are harmonic and indecomposable. 

Proof. The harmonicity follows from the relations 

The nonnegativity is obvious. The indecomposability is easily derived from the fact that 
the support of the functions (30) consists of a finite number of columns or one row of the 
graph F. 
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COROLLARY 5.6. For the q-version of the Pascal triangle with parameters~ m0 , @K= 

~ ; K=0,1~Z, .... where ~>I the functions ~K , K = 0~I,...~ o= exhaust the boundary ~. 

Proof. It follows from [8], Sec. 1.3 that 

where ~ : ~ - ~  , m : I / ~ .  The group generated by these functions coincides with the ring 
[%] . The completeness of the list is easily derived from the ring theorem. 

We note that in the limit as ~--~i a "phase transition" occurs: the countable boundary 

~:{ ~ I/~ ~/~Z 0~ turns into the segment [0, i] ) ? �9 , . ~ 

Proposition 5.7. A Pascal q-triangle is similar to a Stirling triangle of the lind kind 

with parameters ~K = ~  ~0 i K=0,A,Z~ .... 

The function ~<~i~))=~iji+1..'" .~-~ effects a similarity of the generalized Proof. 

Stirling triangle of the Ist kind and a triangle with simple vertical arcs and horizontal 

with multiplicities ~ C X ~ ,  " (~*~) arcs ~*i ) :~i/~. 

For a Pascal q-triangle this gives a "transposed" Stirling triangle of the IInd kind. 

COROLLARY 5.8. The group of dimensions of a Pascal q-triangle is isomorphic to the ring 

7/ [~-] with the cone of polynomials p (~) such that 

p ( , ) = p ( t / # )  . . . = p { t / # ~ - ~ ) = O , p ( , / # ~ )  >0 

for K >~ for some W = 0~Z~ .... 

Now on a Stirling triangle of the let kind we consider the functions 

Zi (32) 

It is easy to see that they are nonnegative and harmonic for 0 ~ .  

Conjecture. If ~ ~/qK = ~= then these functions are indecomposable and exhaust the 

boundary ~. 

Proposition 5.9. The conjecture is true if each value occurs in the sequence ~07~17... 
with infinite multiplicity. 

Proof. In this case the group generated by the functions q~)(~) admits a multiplica- 

tion compatible with the order and one can use the ring theorem. 

The author does not know whether the conjecture is true for the triangle of Example 2.4. 
As Kingman showed [7], the functions corresponding to q~ in the graph of conjugacy classes, 
the so-called Evans distributions, are indecomposable in this graph. 

In the case of a Pascal q-triangle it is easy to display a decomposition of the functions 
q~ explicitly. 

Proposition 5.10. We set ~] = ~ ~I+~/~) and let 
# 

K=0 

Then for all ~; ~ r 

i (33) 

i K=O 
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The proof follows from the Euler identity ([12], 2.2.6): 

�9 

It is natural to consider the distribution { PK ~ m=0 as the q-analog of the Poisson 

distribution with parameter ~ = ~ . 

Noting in conclusion that harmonic functions on a ramification graph define integral 
integral measures in the space of paths of this graph ([2], Chap. i, Sec. 8), in Examples 

2.1 and 2.3 one gets interesting measures on the spaces of partitions on ~ cf. [i, 7]. 

i. 

2. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
i0. 

ii. 

12. 
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